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Illinois Geologic Quadrangle Map
IGQ Cairo-G
Base map compiled by Illinois State Geological Survey from digital data provided by the 
United States Geological Survey. Planimetry of Illinois compiled by photogrammetric 
methods from imagery dated 1965. Topography partly by planetable surveys 1967. Revised 
from imagery dated 1993. PLSS and survey control current as of 1967. Map edited 1996. 
Contours not revised. Contours that conflict with revised planimetry are dashed.
North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83)
Projection: Transverse Mercator
10,000-foot ticks: Illinois: Illinois State Plane Coordinate system, west zone (Transverse 
Mercator)
1,000-meter ticks: Universal Transverse Mercator grid system, zone 16
Recommended citation:
Nelson, W.J., 2008, Geology of Cairo Quadrangle, Alexander and Pulaski Counties, Illinois: 
Illinois State Geological Survey, Illinois Geologic Quadrangle Map, IGQ Cairo-G, 2 
sheets, 1:24,000.
Geology based on field work and well-log analysis by W. John Nelson, 1999–2002.
Digital cartography by J. Domier, M. Widener, and J. Palmer, Illinois State Geological 
Survey.
The Illinois State Geological Survey, the Illinois Department of Natural Resources, and the 
State of Illinois make no guarantee, expressed or implied, regarding the correctness of the 
interpretations presented in this document and accept no liability for the consequences 
of decisions made by others on the basis of the information presented here. The geologic 
interpretations are based on data that may vary with respect to accuracy of geographic 
location, the type and quantity of data available at each location, and the scientific and 
technical qualifications of the data sources. Maps or cross sections in this document are 
not meant to be enlarged. 
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Note: Loess deposits, comprising the Peoria, Roxana, 
and Loveland silts, cover uplands near the northern 

















Dry oil test hole 
Numeric label indicates total depth of boring in feet. 
Borings with samples (S), geophysical log (G), or core (C).
Unit label denotes formation at bottom (Tcw, Claiborne/Wilcox; 
Tpc, Porters Creek Clay/Clayton; O_k, Knox Group; Koc, Owl 
Creek; Km, McNairy; Dnh, New Harmony; br, bedrock). 
Dot indicates location accurate within 100 feet.
Line Symbols
Dashed where inferred, dotted where concealed
Contact
Line of cross section
Note: Well and boring records are on file at the ISGS Geological Records Unit 
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